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FOREWORD

We, at Team Vedhik is happy to introduce a new initiative - "Daily Current 
Affairs_The Hindu" compilations to help you with UPSC Civil Services 
Examination preparation. We believe this initiative - "Daily Current 
Affairs_The Hindu" would help students, especially beginners save time 
and streamline their preparations with regard to Current Affairs. A content 
page and an Appendix has been added segregating and mapping the 
content to the syllabus.
It is an appreciable efforts by Vedhik IAS Academy helping aspirants of 
UPSC Civil Services Examinations. I would like to express my sincere 
gratitude to Dr. Babu Sebastian, former VC - MG University in extending 
all support to this endeavour. Finally I also extend my thanks to thank 
Ms. Shilpa Sasidharan and Mr. Shahul Hameed for their assistance in the 
preparing the compilations. 
We welcome your valuable comments so that further improvement may 
be made in the forthcoming material. We look forward to feedback, 
comments and suggestions on how to improve and add value for students. 
Every care has been taken to avoid typing errors and if any reader comes 
across any such error, the authors shall feel obliged if they are informed 
at their Email ID.
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(Byansis) remained unchanged given the open
border and free movement of people and goods.

After the 1996 Treaty of Mahakali (Kali river is
also called Mahakali/Sarada further downstream)
that envisaged the Pancheshwar multipurpose
hydel project, the issue of the origin of Kali river
was �rst raised in 1997. The matter was referred to
the Joint Technical Level Boundary Committee
that had been set up in 1981 to re-identify and
replace the old and damaged boundary pillars
along the India-Nepal border. The Committee
clari�ed 98% of the boundary, leaving behind the
unresolved issues of Kalapani and Susta (in the
Terai) when it was dissolved in 2008. It was
subsequently agreed that the matter would be
discussed at the Foreign Secretary level.
Meanwhile, the project to convert the 80-km track
from Ghatibagar to Lipulekh into a hardtop road
began in 2009 without any objections from Nepal.

The Survey of India issued a new political map
(eighth edition) on November 2, 2019, to re�ect
the change in the status of Jammu and Kashmir as
two Union Territories. Nepal registered a protest
though the map in no way had changed the
boundary between India and Nepal. However, on
November 8, the ninth edition was issued. The
delineation remained identical but the name Kali
river had been deleted. Predictably, this led to
stronger protests, with Nepal invoking Foreign
Secretary-level talks to resolve issues. With the
Indian Ambassador Manjeev Puri in Kathmandu
retiring in end-December and Foreign Secretary
Vijay Gokhale retiring a month later, the matter
remained pending despite reminders from
Kathmandu.

Nepali nationalism
By April 2020, Mr. Oli’s domestic political
situation was weakening. Under the Nepali
Constitution, a new Prime Minister enjoys a
guaranteed two-year period during which a
no-con�dence motion is not permitted. This
ended in February unleashing simmering
resentment against Mr. Oli’s governance style and
performance. His inept handling of the COVID-19
pandemic added to the growing disenchantment. 

The re-eruption of the Kalapani controversy,
when Defence Minister Rajnath Singh did a virtual
inauguration of the 80-km road on May 8,
provided Mr. Oli with a political lifeline. A
subsequent comment by the Chief of the Army
Sta� (COAS), General Manoj Naravane, on May 15
that “Nepal may have raised the issue at the
behest of someone else” was insensitive, given
that the Indian COAS is also an honorary general
of the Nepal Army and vice-versa, highlighting the
traditional ties between the two armies.

Mr. Oli had won the election in 2017 by
�aunting his Nepali nationalism card, the �ip side
of which is anti-Indianism. This is not a new
phenomenon but has become more pronounced
in recent years. Mr. Oli donned the nationalist
mantle vowing to restore Nepali territory and
marked a new low in anti-Indian rhetoric by
talking about “the Indian virus being more lethal
than the Chinese or the Italian virus”. A new map
of Nepal based on the older British survey
re�ecting Kali river originating from

For a reset in India-Nepal
relations
Following Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s speech
at Haldwani where he stated that road
construction was ongoing at Lipulekh and even
further, top authorities at Nepal have asked their
Prime Minister to note Mr. Modi’s comments and
demand a response. The Indian embassy in
Kathmandu has conveyed that India’s position on
the India- Nepal border remains consistent and
unambiguous. In this article dated May 30, 2020,
Rakesh Sood sheds light on the Kalapani issue
that has gripped India and Nepal and suggests a
realignment of ties. Edited excerpts:

Once again, relations between India and Nepal
have taken a turn for the worse. The immediate
provocation is the long-standing territorial issue
surrounding Kalapani, a patch of land near the
India-Nepal border, close to the Lipulekh Pass on
the India-China border, which is one of the
approved points for border trade and the route
for the Kailash-Mansarovar yatra in Tibet.
However, the underlying reasons are far more
complex. Yet, Nepali Prime Minister K.P. Sharma
Oli’s exploitation of the matter, by raising the
banner of Nepali nationalism and painting India
as a hegemon, is part of a frequent pattern that
indicates that relations between the two countries
need a fundamental reset.

Kalapani and the maps
India inherited the boundary with Nepal,
established between Nepal and the East India
Company in the Treaty of Sugauli in 1816. Kali
river constituted the boundary, and the territory
to its east was Nepal. The dispute relates to the
origin of Kali. Near Garbyang village in Dharchula
Tehsil of the Pithoragarh district of Uttarakhand,
there is a con�uence of di�erent streams coming
from north-east from Kalapani and north-west
from Limpiyadhura. The early British survey maps
identi�ed the north-west stream, Kuti Yangti, from
Limpiyadhura as the origin, but after 1857
changed the alignment to Lipu Gad, and in 1879 to
Pankha Gad, the north-east streams, thus de�ning
the origin as just below Kalapani. Nepal accepted
the change and India inherited this boundary in
1947.

The Maoist revolution in China in 1949,
followed by the takeover of Tibet, created deep
misgivings in Nepal, and India was ‘invited’ to set
up 18 border posts along the Nepal-Tibet border.
The westernmost post was at Tinkar Pass, about 6
km further east of Lipulekh. In 1953, India and
China identi�ed Lipulekh Pass for both pilgrims
and border trade. After the 1962 war, pilgrimage
through Lipulekh resumed in 1981, and border
trade, in 1991. In 1961, King Mahendra visited
Beijing to sign the China-Nepal Boundary Treaty
that de�nes the zero point in the west, just north
of Tinkar Pass. By 1969, India had withdrawn its
border posts from Nepali territory. The base camp
for Lipulekh remained at Kalapani, less than 10
km west of Lipulekh. In their respective maps,
both countries showed Kalapani as the origin of
Kali river and as part of their territory. After 1979,
the Indo-Tibetan Border Police has manned the
Lipulekh Pass. In actual practice, life for the locals

Limpiyadhura in the north-west of Garbyang was
adopted by parliament and noti�ed on May 20.
On May 22, a constitutional amendment proposal
was tabled to include it in a relevant Schedule.
The new alignment adds 335 sq km to Nepali
territory, territory that has never been re�ected in
a Nepali map for nearly 170 years.

This brief account illustrates the complexity
underlying India-Nepal issues that cannot be
solved by rhetoric or unilateral map-making
exercises. 

Rewriting the fundamentals
Prime Minister Narendra Modi has often spoken
of the “neighbourhood �rst” policy. He started
with a highly successful visit to Nepal in August
2014. But the relationship took a nosedive in 2015
when India �rst got blamed for interfering in the
Constitution-drafting in Nepal and then for an
“uno�cial blockade” that generated widespread
resentment against the country. It reinforced the
notion that Nepali nationalism and anti-Indianism
were two sides of the same coin that Mr. Oli
exploited successfully. In Nepali thinking, the
China card has provided them the leverage to
practise their version of non-alignment. In the
past, China maintained a link with the Palace and
its concerns were primarily related to keeping
tabs on the Tibetan refugee community. With the
abolition of the monarchy, China has shifted
attention to the political parties as also to
institutions like the Army and Armed Police Force.
Also, today’s China is pursuing a more assertive
foreign policy and considers Nepal an important
element in its growing South Asian footprint.
India remained content that its interests were
safeguarded by quiet diplomacy even when
Nepali leaders publicly adopted anti-Indian
postures — an approach adopted decades earlier
during the monarchy and then followed by the
political parties as a means of demonstrating
nationalist credentials. Long ignored by India, it
has spawned distortions in Nepali history
textbooks and led to long-term negative
consequences. For too long India has invoked a
“special relationship”, based on shared culture,
language and religion, to anchor its ties with
Nepal. Today, this term carries a negative
connotation — that of a paternalistic India that is
often insensitive and, worse still, a bully. It is
hardly surprising that the 1950 Treaty of Peace
and Friendship which was sought by the Nepali
authorities in 1949 to continue the special links it
had with British India and provides for an open
border and right to work for Nepali nationals is
viewed as a sign of an unequal relationship, and
an Indian imposition. Yet, Nepali authorities have
studiously avoided taking it up bilaterally even
though Nepali leaders thunder against it in their
domestic rhetoric. 

The urgent need today is to pause the rhetoric
on territorial nationalism and lay the groundwork
for a quiet dialogue where both sides need to
display sensitivity as they explore the terms of a
reset of the “special relationship”. 

Rakesh Sood is a former diplomat and
currently Distinguished Fellow at the Observer
Research Foundation

FROM THE ARCHIVES

The urgent need today is to pause the rhetoric on territorial nationalism and lay the groundwork for a
quiet dialogue

THE GIST
B The history of the
long-standing territorial
issue surrounding Kalapani,
a patch of land near the
India-Nepal border, close to
the Lipulekh Pass on the
India-China border, which is
one of the approved points
for border trade and the
route for the
Kailash-Mansarovar yatra in
Tibet, shows the complex
relationship between the
two countries.

B The origins of the Kali
river are at the heart of the
con�ict. The Survey of India
issued a new political map
(the ninth edition) on
November 8, 2019. While
the delineation between the
two nations remained
identical the name of the
Kali river had been deleted.
Predictably, this led to
strong protests, with Nepal
invoking Foreign
Secretary-level talks to
resolve issues. Nepal in
retaliation, on May 22,
2020, tabled a
constitutional amendment
proposal to add a new area
of 335 sq km to Nepali
territory. This territory has
never been re�ected in a
Nepali map for 170 years.

B India has allowed strong
anti-India sentiments to rise
in the Nepali public’s mind
which has spawned
distortions in Nepali history
textbooks and led to
long-term negative
consequences for the
relationship between the
two.
The maps mentioned in this
article can be accessed at
https://bit.ly/3qCmcE6

Rakesh Sood

Straining relationship: Activists hold placards from a vehicle after being detained during a protest against India’s newly inaugurated link road, near the Indian embassy in Kathmandu on May 12,
2020. * AFP
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An intense debate is on
among political strategists
and commentators about

what is in store in 2022. Most hew
to the view that a rules based inter-
national order is a remote possibil-
ity. Instead, uncertainty and im-
permanence are likely to be the
dominant aspect in world a�airs.

Risks in 2022 could be both
domestic and geopolitical, with
many precepts that the world has
been accustomed to being at risk.
Democracy itself could face se-
rious headwinds this year.

A paramount issue as 2022 be-
gins, is the future of democracy.
Admittedly, the world has recently
seen the rise of authoritarian rul-
ers in many countries — though by
itself this can hardly be viewed as a
new phenomenon. What is worri-
some is that democratic tenets
which have been under attack in
recent years appear set to face
more onslaughts this year. Adding
grist to concerns about democra-
cy’s future, is that the United
States, which was widely viewed
as a major bulwark for democracy,
appears to have developed certain
pathological in�rmities. This situa-
tion does not augur well for the fu-
ture of democracy worldwide.

China as disruptor
Equally daunting as we enter 2022
are the geopolitical challenges and
risks. The role of China is possibly
the most disrupting one, given the
challenge it poses to the existing
international order. With a GDP of
$15.66 trillion in 2020, its net
worth today is estimated to be
higher than that of the U.S.; and,
hence, it demands to be recog-
nised as much. Militarily, China is
openly challenging U.S. suprema-
cy in many areas, including ‘state-
of-the-art weaponry’ such as hyp-
er-sonic technology.

China has abandoned the ‘one
country two systems’ policy, strip-
ping Hong Kong of its freedom and
inviting international opprobrium.

It is now threatening Taiwan,
which could well become one of
the �ash points of con�ict in 2022.
The West meanwhile does not
realise what could happen if the
stakes of ‘cross-strait relations’
between China and Taiwan get
higher in 2022. It might well be
that in order to ‘save face’ with re-
gard to Taiwan (which China re-
gards as its territory), China could
provoke a serious con�ict.

The dip in China’s economic
pro�le in the past year and more
(which China hardly acknowledg-
es) could also lead to new tensions
in the Asia-Paci�c region in 2022.
To outsiders, the Chinese econo-
my has entered a period of relative
uncertainty and is looking more
vulnerable. Under Chinese Presi-
dent Xi Jinping, however, China is
unlikely to acknowledge that this
would entail any reduction in its
military capabilities, at least as far
the Asia-Paci�c is concerned. In-
stead, it might well be tempted to
demonstrate that it still has the
ability to get the better of the U.S.
in the Paci�c region — where it
holds more cards than the U.S. —
and also demonstrate that it has
the ability to ramp up its military
capabilities, while the U.S. is re-
ducing its forces in the Indo-Pacif-
ic region. Uncertainty per se, could
constitute a serious risk.

Russia-Ukraine con�ict
The other major risk of a war in
2022, stems from the ongoing con-
�ict between Russia and Ukraine —
the latter being backed by the U.S.
and North Atlantic Treaty Organi-
zation (NATO) forces. It is di�cult
to discern as to which side is in-
dulging in provocation, but what is
not contested is that during the
past three decades, NATO has ex-
panded its reach almost a 1,000
miles to the east in violation of an
earlier tacit understanding. Rus-
sian President Vladimir Putin ap-
pears determined that Ukraine
should be the ‘last frontier’ and, if
need be, ensure this through mili-
tary force. The situation has grave
possibilities and could result in a
series of cyclical outcomes with
considerable damage potential.

Apart from the grave risk of a
possible war or con�ict, what is al-
so evident is that ‘peace is not at
hand’ across vast regions of the

globe in 2022. The current unrest
in Kazakhstan, which till recently
was one of the more stable Central
Asian nations, is perhaps sympto-
matic of what is in store. Whether
recent events in Kazakhstan re-
�ect a new round of ‘colour revo-
lutions’ or not, it demonstrates a
sharper cleavage between the
U.S.-led West and its principal op-
ponents, Russia and China. This
bodes ill for a world already
wracked by a series of coups or in-
ternecine strife as in Ethiopia, Li-
bya and certain regions of West
Asia and North Africa.

Return of the Taliban
Of particular signi�cance to India
is that the Taliban’s return to pow-
er in Afghanistan has led to a mate-
rial shift in the balance of power in
an already troubled region on In-
dia’s periphery. Notwithstanding
the general belief that the Tali-
ban’s return to power represents a
signi�cant victory for Pakistan, it
has become evident, more lately,
that this comes with a great deal of
baggage — both for Pakistan and
much of Asia. Developments in Af-
ghanistan have fuelled the ambi-
tions of quite a few ‘anti-state mili-
tant groups’ across the region.
Even in Pakistan, the Tehrik-e-Tali-
ban Pakistan (TTP) has become
energised and is enlarging its
sphere of action to other parts of
Asia, notably Kazakhstan. More
important is that it is well known
that the TTP is a by-product of al
Qaeda jihadi politics and still has
covert links with the al Qaeda.
This will have an unsettling e�ect
across large parts of Asia.

Adding to such concerns is new
evidence that on India’s eastern
�ank, viz. Indonesia, a resurgence
of radical Islamist activities is tak-
ing place. The Jemaah Islamiyah
has reportedly become more ac-

tive in Indonesia. All this provides
fertile ground for other radical Is-
lamist terror groups to enlarge
their activities across the Asian re-
gion, providing a �llip to groups
like the Islamic State, specially the
Islamic State of Khorasan.

Border issues for India
As 2022 dawns, India’s problems
are only likely to intensify. The
most serious issue that India con-
fronts today is how to deal with a
China that has become more con-
frontational. The transgressions
across the Line of Actual Control
in di�erent sectors in Ladakh —
which were till now seen as merely
an attempt by China to restrict and
limit India’s options — could well
be expanded in 2022. India’s
membership of the four nation
Quad (the U.S., Japan, Australia
and India) still rankles as far as
China’s psyche is concerned, and
during 2022, may well result in
China embarking on new adventu-
rist actions at many more points
on the Sino-Indian border com-
pelling India to react. Hence, 2022
is unlikely to see any reduction in
tensions across Ladakh, Aruna-
chal Pradesh and the Middle
Sector.

Additionally, India will need to
determine how best to respond to
China’s sabre-rattling. India will
need to develop a strategy on how
to counter the publicity given by
China to its low-yield nuclear wea-
pons meant for battle�eld use
even during conventional military
operations and against conven-
tional targets. India would need to
strengthen its military posture,
both as a means to deter China
and also to convince India’s neigh-
bours that it can stand up to Chi-
na. Simultaneously, India cannot
avoid, in 2022, suitably position-
ing itself on how best to deter Chi-
na’s naval force projection in the
Indian Ocean Region and the pu-
blicity it has given to the additions
made of new type nuclear power
ballistic missile submarines to
their existing �eet. In the battle of
wits and strength, much will de-
pend on how India responds to the
situation.

Diplomatically, in 2022, India
may �nd itself vulnerable in deal-
ing with the turmoils which have
occurred in two areas of strategic

interest to it, viz. Central Asia and
West Asia. Both areas are undergo-
ing a churn — not all of it to India’s
liking. In Central Asia, India will be
challenged on how best to manage
its traditional friendship with Rus-
sia with the pronounced tilt seen
more recently in India-U.S. rela-
tions. In West Asia, the challenge
for India is how to manage its
membership of the Second Quad
(India, Israel, the United Arab Emi-
rates and the U.S.) with the con-
�icting interests of di�erent
players in the region. Membership
of the Quad makes India a key
player in a region which has be-
come a quagmire of intense rival-
ries notwithstanding the 2020
Abraham Accords. Indian diplo-
macy will be under severe test to
manage the extant situation in
both regions.

Path to tread
It is easy to say that what India and
India’s foreign policy need to do is
to demonstrate more �exibility to
manage the contradictions that ex-
ist. However, this is hardly feasible
in practical terms, in most instanc-
es. There is a limit to the kind of
balancing act that India can per-
form, whether it be with regard to
buying S-400 missile systems from
Russia, risking potential sanctions
from Washington under Counter-
ing America’s Adversaries
Through Sanctions Act (CAATSA)
or manoeuvering between the
Arab States, Israel, Iran and the
U.S. in West Asia.

For India, the outlook is, hence,
not particularly bright in 2022. No
grand strategy is evident as of now
but it is important that India �nds
rational answers to a rash of pro-
blems that it cannot keep on the
back burner for much longer.
What India must do is avoid blind
spots that arise due to cognitive
bias and take care to read the sig-
nals properly. Facing a host of un-
precedented challenges, India’s
leaders and diplomats must not
only take stock of the dangers that
exist but also be ready on how to
manage the risks that are well
evident.

M.K. Narayanan is a former Director,
Intelligence Bureau, a former National
Security Adviser and a former Governor
of West Bengal

India’s watchwords in a not so bright 2022 
There are risks that could be both domestic and geopolitical and New Delhi must take care to read the signals properly

M.K. Narayanan
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Two Indians and a Pakistani
were killed in a massive ex-
plosion in three petroleum
tankers in Abu Dhabi on
Monday. The blast is be-
lieved to have been sparked
by a �re near the Abu Dhabi
National Oil Company (AD-
NOC) facilities, in what is
claimed as a “drone attack”
by Yemen’s Houthi rebels.

In a strongly worded
statement, UAE Foreign Mi-
nister Sheikh Abdullah Bin
Zayed Al Nahyan called the
explosions a “cowardly act
of terrorism”, and promised
to hold Houthi militia “ac-
countable”, indicating there
could be reprisals.

If con�rmed, this is the
second attack this month by
Houthi rebels a�ecting In-
dians, after they seized a
UAE-�agged ship in the Red
Sea o� the Yemeni coast and
took its crew, including se-
ven Indians, hostage. 

The Indian Embassy in
Abu Dhabi said it was await-
ing con�rmation on the
identity of the two Indians
killed, and was in “close
touch with UAE authorities”.
An ADNOC statement said
all three who died were em-
ployees. 

“Those responsible for
this unlawful targeting of
our country will be held ac-
countable,” a statement is-
sued by the UAE Foreign Mi-
nistry said, expressing
condolences for the deaths.
“The UAE reserves the right
to respond to these terrorist
attacks and criminal escala-
tion,” it added, describing
them as crimes committed
in �agrant violation of inter-
national law.

‘Drone attack’ 
Eyewitness accounts and vi-
deos shared on social media
showed columns of black

smoke billowing from the
Musa�ah Industrial City of
Abu Dhabi (ICAD)-3 area out-
side the UAE capital. The �re
is believed to be the result of
a drone attack in the port
area where the ADNOC stor-
age facilities are housed.
Another smaller �re was ex-
tinguished at the new con-
struction area of the Abu
Dhabi international airport.

“Initial investigations
found parts of a small plane
that could possibly be a
drone at both sites that
could have caused the ex-
plosion and the �re,” the
Abu Dhabi police said, ac-
cording to a Reuters agency
report, but added there was
no signi�cant damage to the
areas. 

Houthi rebels, who have
been �ghting the Yemeni go-
vernment backed by a Saudi-
UAE coalition, claimed they

had carried out a “military
operation” in the UAE, but
this was not con�rmed by
Emirati o�cials. 

Houthi spokesperson Mo-
hammed Abdul Salam was
quoted in Arabic media, say-
ing the alleged attack was a
“warning” to the UAE to
“stop interfering in Yemen”.

Houthi militia, believed to
be supported by Iran, have
in the past claimed to have
carried out a number of
drone attacks on oil installa-
tions in Saudi Arabia as well.

The explosions come days
after Houthi rebels captured
a cargo ship Rwabee o� the
Yemeni port of Hodeidah
and have held its crew, in-
cluding seven Indian nation-
als, hostage since January 2.
India had spoken out at the
UN Security Council to con-
demn the detention of the
Indians.

Two Indians, a Pakistani 
killed in UAE tanker blasts 
Yemen’s Houthi rebels claim responsibility for attack
Special Correspondent 
NEW DELHI

Threat again: Yemeni rebels seizing a UAE-�agged ship with
seven Indians in the Red Sea some days ago. * AFP
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Germany will do everything
in its power to guarantee Uk-
raine’s security, Foreign Mi-
nister Annalena Baerbock
said on Monday on her �rst
visit to Ukraine, amid rising
fears of a Russian invasion.

“We will do our all to gua-
rantee Ukraine’s security.
We will do our all to guaran-
tee Europe’s security,” she
said at a press conference
following talks with her Uk-
rainian counterpart, a day
before she is due to meet
Russian Foreign Minister
Sergei Lavrov in Moscow.

Ms. Baerbock’s visit
comes amid attempts to re-
vive the so-called Normandy
Format grouping of Germa-
ny, France, Russia and Uk-
raine whose aim is to de-es-
calate the con�ict.

Her Ukrainian counter-
part, Dmytro Kuleba, told
reporters following discus-
sions that Ukraine and Ger-
many were “committed to a
diplomatic settlement of this
con�ict”.

“Our joint goal is the ef-
fective work of the Norman-
dy Format and the holding
of a summit of leaders of the
Normandy Format,” Mr. Ku-
leba said.

He reiterated, however,
Ukraine’s intention to re-

ceive weapons from the
West, after Kiev in Decem-
ber accused Berlin of block-
ing the supply of NATO
arms. “Our dialogue with
Germany on this issue will
continue,” Mr. Kuleba said.

Russian Foreign Minister
Sergei Lavrov is due to hold
his �rst meeting with Ms.
Baerbock on Tuesday.

He said in a statement
ahead of the meeting that
there would be “an in-depth
exchange on current inter-
national issues, above all on
the realisation of Russian
proposals on security
guarantees”.

Deal inked
NATO on Monday inked a
deal to bolster its cyber sup-
port for Ukraine, after a
sweeping hacking attack
against Kiev heightened ten-
sions amid fears that Russia

could be plotting an inva-
sion. Ukraine said on Sun-
day that it had evidence
Moscow was behind the at-
tack last week that knocked
out government websites.

NATO Secretary General
Jens Stoltenberg said on Fri-
day that experts from NATO
and its members were alrea-
dy on the ground, working
with Ukraine to tackle the
latest cyber attack.

He said the new agree-
ment would involve “en-
hanced cyber cooperation,
including Ukrainian access
to NATO’s malware informa-
tion sharing platform.”

“We have successfully
worked with Ukraine for sev-
eral years, delivering key
capabilities and exchanging
knowledge,” Ludwig De-
camps, the head of the NA-
TO Communications and In-
formation Agency, said. 

NATO, Kiev sign agreement to bolster cybersecurity
Agence France-Presse
Kiev

Lending support: Dmytro Kuleba and Annalena Baerbock
during a meeting in Kiev, Ukraine, on Monday. * REUTERS

Germany vows ‘to do all’ to
guarantee Ukraine’s security 
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Chinese President Xi Jinping
called on Monday for greater
world cooperation against
COVID-19 and pledged to
send an additional 1 billion
doses of vaccine to other
countries, while urging oth-
er powers to discard a “Cold-
War mentality” at a time of
rising geopolitical tensions —
a veiled swipe at the U.S.

The Chinese leader touted
his country’s e�orts to share
vaccines, �ght climate
change and promote deve-
lopment at home and abroad
as he delivered the opening
speech of a virtual gathering
hosted by the World Eco-
nomic Forum. The online
event is being held in place
of its annual January meeting
in Davos, Switzerland, be-
cause of health concerns
linked to the coronavirus
pandemic.

He touched on standard
themes from his previous

talks to international au-
diences, including respond-
ing to complaints by China’s
trading partners by promis-
ing to open its state-dominat-
ed economy wider to private
and foreign competition. 

His comments come as
tensions between the U.S.
and China have simmered on
dossiers as diverse as Tai-

wan, intellectual property,
trade, human rights and the
South China Sea.

‘Peaceful coexistence’ 
“We need to discard Cold
War mentality and seek
peaceful coexistence and
win-win outcomes. Our
world today is far from being
tranquil,” said Mr. Xi,

through a translator. “Pro-
tectionism and unilateralism
can protect no one. They ul-
timately hurt the interests of
others as well as one’s own.
Even worse are the practices
of hegemony and bullying,
which run counter to the
tide of history.

“A zero-sum approach
that enlarges one’s own gain
at the expense of others will
not help,” he added. “The
right way forward for hu-
manity is peaceful develop-
ment and win-win coopera-
tion.” Mr. Xi, who hasn’t left
China since the coronavirus
emerged in early 2020, said
China had already sent
abroad more than 2 billion
doses of its COVID-19 vac-
cines and plans to provide an
additional 1 billion, including
a donation of 600 million
doses to Africa and an extra
150 million to Southeast
Asia.

By comparison, managers
of the UN-backed COVAX

programme to ship vaccines
to developing countries an-
nounced over the weekend
that it has now delivered 1
billion vaccine doses.

‘Stands ready’ 
Mr. Xi said China “stands
ready to work with” other
governments on climate but
announced no new initia-
tives and o�ered no resourc-
es. He said it was up to deve-
loped countries to provide
money and technology.

The Chinese leader re-
peated o�cial promises that
the Communist Party will
open the state-dominated
Chinese economy wider. The
ruling party has taken steps
over the past �ve years, in-
cluding ending ownership
restrictions in its auto indus-
try, but business groups say
foreign banks, technology
and other companies still
face restrictions that limit ac-
cess to the most promising
industries.

Xi Jinping rejects ‘Cold War mentality’ 
Chinese President pledges to send an additional 1 billion doses of COVID vaccine to other countries
Associated Press
Geneva

Bold statements: Xi Jinping addressing the 2022 World
Economic Forum virtual session in Beijing on Monday. * AP
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The Securities & Exchange
Board of India (SEBI) is now
examining, in consultation
with regulated entities, the
possibility of introducing
‘alternate dispute resolution
mechanism’ in various
agreements — wherever pos-
sible — between the regulat-
ed entities and their clients.

“This is with a view to
providing e�cacious me-
chanism for resolving dis-
putes between the investors
and the regulated entities,”
SEBI said in a statement.

The regulator had pu-
blished ‘Investor Charter’
for the securities market last
year besides announcing
several other steps towards
empowerment of investors.

Since then, various steps
had been taken to imple-
ment the Charter, it said.
Separate Investor Charters
regarding investor-related
activities of various interme-
diaries had been developed
by SEBI in consultation with
the respective entities.

“These charters are ex-
pected to help investors to
improve their ease of invest-
ing in Indian securities mar-
ket,” SEBI added.

SEBI mulls ‘alternate
dispute resolution’ tool
‘Aim is to help empower investors’
Special Correspondent
Mumbai 
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The story so far: The COVID-19 pandemic
has heightened economic inequalities across
the world. Not only has the pandemic led to
the deaths of millions of people globally, but
it has also exposed the weakness of public
health systems and social and income
protections for people worldwide. In short,
the coronavirus pandemic has brought into
relief that peoples’ life chances are directly
linked to their access to wealth and
healthcare, their positions of power in
society, their racial and caste identities, and
their geographic locations. 

What is the “Inequality Kills” report?
“Inequality Kills: The unparalleled action
needed to combat unprecedented inequality
in the wake of COVID-19” is a report released
in January 2022 by Oxfam, a U.K.-based
consortium of 21 charitable organisations
that have a global presence. It is authored by
Nabil Ahmad, Nafkote Dabi, Max Lawson,
Megan Lowthers, Anna Marriott and Leah
Mugehera. The report argues for sustained
and immediate action to end the pandemic,
address global inequality and initiate
concerted measures to tackle the climate
emergency. The central argument of the
report is that inequality is a death sentence
for people that are marginalised by social
and economic structures and removed from
political decision making. The report points
out a startling statistic: 160 million people
were rendered poor during the pandemic,
while the ten richest people doubled their
fortunes since the start of the pandemic.

Holding governments to account the
report identi�es “vaccine apartheid”
(unequal access to vaccines between
countries) and the lack of universal
vaccination programs in many countries as a
cause of the emergence of multiple new
strains of the coronavirus that has led to the
continuation of the pandemic. It also
demonstrates how emergency government
expenditure (estimated at $16 trillion) that
was meant to keep economies a�oat during
this crisis, in�ated stock prices. This resulted
in billionaires’ collective wealth increasing
by $5 trillion during the pandemic.

Identifying this process as “the billionaire
variant”, the report says that this vertical
aggregation of global wealth into the hands
of a few is “profoundly dangerous for our
world”.

Why does the report say that inequality
kills?
For the writers of the report inequality is not
an abstract theory. Instead, they see it as
institutionalised violence against poorer
people. The report categorically states,
“Extreme inequality is a form of ‘economic
violence’—where structural and systemic
policy and political choices that are skewed
in favor of the richest and most powerful
people result in direct harm to the vast
majority of ordinary people worldwide.” The
report identi�es higher inequality with more
crime and violence and less social trust. The
brunt of inequality and the violence it begets
is borne, for instance, by women across the
world, Dalits in India, Black, Native
American and Latinx persons in the United
States and indigenous groups in many
countries. Pointing to the example of
women, the report demonstrates how
lockdowns led to an increase in violence
against women worldwide. However, the
report says that the problem runs a lot
deeper as 13 million women have not
returned to the workforce and 20 million
girls are at risk of losing access to education.
This means that the goal of gender equality
has su�ered a huge set back which will take
at least 135 years to correct. To summarise,
women who were already unequal before
the pandemic are now more unequal
because of increased economic inequality.

The report also argues that the climate
crisis is undergirded by inequality between
countries. Extreme neoliberal models of
economic growth have led to a skewed
system of carbon-intensive production, that
favours richer countries while shifting the
risk onto poorer countries. The report
points out that the “wealthiest 1% of
humanity are responsible for twice as many
emissions as the poorest 50%”. Finally, the
report shows how poverty, caused by rising
inequality, also leads to hunger and deaths
due to hunger. For instance, 369 million

children have reportedly lost access to
school meals during the pandemic. For
millions of these children this was their most
nutritious meal of the day.

How does the report propose to rectify
global inequality?
The “Inequality Kills” report proposes
far-reaching changes to structures of
government, economy and policy-making to
�ght inequality. It urgently asks for “vaccine
recipes” to be made open-source so that
every quali�ed vaccine manufacturer can
manufacture them. In doing so the report
asks for monopolies over vaccines held by
pharmaceutical giants and anchored in place
through the World Trade Organisation, to
end. The report then asks for governments
to “claw” back the wealth from billionaires
by administering solidarity taxes higher than
90% especially on the billionaires that have

pro�ted during and because of the
pandemic. In addition to this, the report
asks for permanent cancellation of tax
havens, progressive taxation on corporations
and an end to tax dodging by corporations.
The report then suggests that all of this
regained wealth be redirected towards
building income safety nets, universalising
healthcare for everyone, investing in green
technologies and democratising them, and,
investing in protecting women from
violence. Finally, the report advocates for
redistributing power along with wealth by
strengthening workers’ unions, boosting
political representation of marginalised
groups, and asserting human rights.

Vasundhara Sirnate Drennan is a political
scientist and journalist. She is also the
creator of the India Violence Archive, a
citizen’s data initiative aimed at recording
collective public violence in India.

EXPLAINER

How has the pandemic aggravated global inequality? What measures does the study propose to tackle this?

Inequality Kills: A study of the new OxFam report

THE GIST
B “Inequality Kills: The
unparalleled action needed
to combat unprecedented
inequality in the wake of
COVID-19” is a report
released in January 2022 by
Oxfam, a U.K.-based
consortium of 21 charitable
organisations that have a
global presence.

B The report points out a
startling statistic: 160
million people were
rendered poor during the
pandemic, while the ten
richest people doubled their
fortunes since the start of
the pandemic. Therefore,
extreme inequality should
be seen as a form of
‘economic violence’.

B The report also argues
that the climate crisis is
undergirded by inequality
between countries. It points
out that the “wealthiest 1%
of humanity are responsible
for twice as many emissions
as the poorest 50%”. 

Vasundhara Sirnate Drennan

Towards equity: Members of
the South Korean
Confederation of Trade Unions
wearing face masks attend a
rally demanding enhanced
labor rights in Seoul, South
Korea on January 15, 2022.
The signs on masks read
“Inequality and Let’s change
the world.” 
AP

The story so far: With the highly
transmissive Omicron variant now
recorded in most States, and given the
mild symptoms seen in people who are
fully vaccinated, the Indian Council of
Medical Research (ICMR) has issued a
revised testing strategy advisory on
January 10. The new advisory replaces
the one last issued on September 4, 2020.

What is the main di�erence between
the latest testing strategy advisory
compared to the one issued in
September 2020?
The previous advisory was for routine
surveillance in containment and
non-containment zones, and hospital
settings. Thus, the advisory was for
detecting cases immaterial of their
symptom status. In contrast, the scope of
the latest strategy is more for isolation
and quick care of high-risk individuals.
While the September 2020 strategy
included testing asymptomatic high-risk
people, the latest strategy is for testing
only individuals who show symptoms
unless they are at risk because of being in
contact with lab con�rmed cases.

Has the latest testing strategy
narrowed the scope of people who
will be eligible for testing?
Besides testing all individuals showing
symptoms, the September 2020 testing
strategy called for testing all
asymptomatic individuals who belonged
to the high-risk category such as people

older than 65 years and those with
comorbidities whether they had come in
contact or not with lab con�rmed cases
in containment zones. In the case of
non-containment zones, the testing
strategy of September 2020 called for
testing people symptomatic with
in�uenza-like illness (ILI), individuals
with travel history and those in contact
with laboratory-con�rmed cases.

More importantly, the September 2020
advisory had a provision of testing on
demand for “all individuals who wish to
get themselves tested”. The latest
advisory of January 2022, has removed
the testing on demand provision. It also
says contacts of con�rmed cases of
COVID-19 unless identi�ed as high risk
based on age or comorbidities do not
need a test. The September 2020 and
January 2022 advisories have clearly

stated that testing is not required prior to
discharge from a COVID-19 facility after
clinical recovery. But the January 2022
advisory goes a step further by stating
that testing is not needed prior to
discharge from home isolation either.

Why is there a change in testing
strategy?
With full vaccination coverage reaching
64.5% and a single dose of the vaccine
administered being at 89.5%,
hospitalisation rates have dropped. With
67% of people showing sero positivity in
the last sero survery, and increased
vaccine coverage since then, a signi�cant
percentage of the population has
acquired protection either through
infection and/or vaccination. In a
majority of cases, the Omicron variant is
asymptomatic or causes only mild
symptoms in fully vaccinated people,
particularly in those who do not belong
to any of the high-risk groups. This has
led to reduced hospitalisation for now.
The current focus is not on detecting all
cases. The reasons: despite test on
demand, a vast majority of infected
people have not been detected, as the last
sero survey had revealed, and testing
capacity might get stretched as the
Omicron variant spreads very quickly.

Will restrictive testing lead to a
situation where cases go
unreported?
The restrictive testing will result in
further reduction in the number of

people getting tested. This in turn will
result in a lower number of cases being
reported. If universal testing failed to
capture a large fraction of infected cases
as revealed in the sero surveys, the
current strategy will make it even worse.
States with higher integrity in testing and
reporting cases had missed detecting
relatively fewer cases per 100. With the
latest testing advisory, India will report
fewer cases thus not revealing the actual
spread of the virus.

With limited capacity to sequence the
genome, the actual scale of spread of the
Omicron variant is already not known. As
on January 16, only 8,209 Omicron cases
have been reported in India. This is a
gross underreporting given Omicron’s
high transmissibility. Lower number of
cases reported due to restrictive testing
will lead to a false sense of security and
prompt people to drop their guard. With
the actual spread of the virus not known,
States will �nd it di�cult to deploy
containment and mitigation strategies.

There is an argument that testing
asymptomatic people will further stretch
the testing system. But intelligent use of
rapid antigen tests along with RT-PCR for
testing symptomatic people will sharply
reduce the burden on testing labs. The
need for continued expansion of testing
capabilities cannot be overemphasised,
say experts.

Besides symptomatic individuals, the
latest advisory restricts testing to only at
risk (those older than 60 years and
people with comorbidities) contacts of

lab con�rmed cases. The latest protocol
thus takes it for granted that community
spread is absent. The advisory not to test
asymptomatic people overlooks the
danger of such individuals spreading the
virus to the vulnerable population, and
children who are still not eligible for a
vaccine. Even if the treatment protocol
remains the same immaterial of the
testing protocol adopted, understanding
the rate of breakthrough infections,
particularly with the Omicron variant,
will be severely hampered by the
restrictive testing strategy now in place.
There is no data on fully vaccinated
people being hospitalised, which makes
evidence-based decisions di�cult for the
booster rollout for other age groups.

Will wider availability of rapid
antigen tests reduce the burden of
RT-PCR testing labs?
Rapid antigen tests will surely reduce the
burden faced by RT-PCR testing labs. But
the sensitivity of rapid antigen tests is low
and thus have higher chances of
returning false negative test results.
Though symptomatic individuals with a
negative antigen test result are required
to undergo a RT-PCR test, past
experience suggests that this will not be
followed in practice. But even when rapid
antigen test results done at home come
out positive, it has come to light that such
results are not reported to authorities
and hence go unrecorded. Maharashtra is
taking steps to address this problem in
the city of Mumbai.

The revised testing strategy of the ICMR
Why is there a change in testing protocol? How is the spread of Omicron going to be monitored?

EXPLAINER

R. Prasad

* NISSAR AHMAD

THE GIST
B The main di�erence
between the two testing
strategy advisories is that
the previous one was for
routine surveillance in
containment and
non-containment zones, and
hospital settings. In
contrast, the scope of the
latest strategy is more for
isolation and quick care of
high-risk individuals.

B Since the Omicron variant
is asymptomatic or causes
only mild symptoms in fully
vaccinated people, the
current focus is not on
detecting all cases. The
reasons: despite test on
demand, a vast majority of
infected people have not
been detected and testing
capacity might get stretched
as the Omicron variant
spreads very quickly.

B Lower number of cases
reported due to restrictive
testing will lead to a false
sense of security and
prompt people to drop their
guard.
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UN chief Antonio Guterres
told the all-virtual Davos fo-
rum on Monday that the
world must vaccinate every-
body against COVID-19 to en-
sure a way out of the
pandemic.

The face-to-face gathering
of political and corporate
power players in the Swiss
Alps is online for the second
year in a row due to a pan-
demic that shows no sign of
abating.

“The last two years have
demonstrated a simple but
brutal truth — if we leave
anyone behind, we leave
everyone behind,” the Unit-
ed Nations Secretary-Gener-
al said.

“If we fail to vaccinate ev-
ery person, we give rise to

new variants that spread
across borders and bring
daily life and economies to a
grinding halt.”

Mr. Guterres said the in-
ternational community
needs to “confront the pan-
demic with equity and
fairness.”

He noted that the World
Health Organization un-
veiled a strategy last autumn
to vaccinate 40% of the pla-
net’s population by the end
of 2021 and 70% by the mid-
dle of this year. “We are
nowhere near these targets,”
Mr. Guterres told the World
Economic Forum.

Jab rates
“Vaccination rates in high-
income countries are,
shamefully, seven times
higher than in African coun-
tries. We need vaccine equi-
ty, now,” he added.

Mr. Guterres said pharma-
ceutical companies should
“stand in solidarity with de-
veloping countries by shar-
ing licenses, know-how and
technology so we can all �nd
a way out of this pandemic.”

Vaccinate whole world to end
pandemic, UN chief tells Davos
‘If we leave anyone behind, we leave everyone behind’
Agence France-Presse
United Nations

Antonio Guterres called for
confronting coronavirus with
equity and fairness.

China’s economy grew 8.1%
in 2021 and reached the $18
trillion mark, although slow-
ing growth in the last quarter
and the lowest birth rate
since 1949 emerged as con-
cerns for policymakers. 

Last year’s expansion was
the fastest since 2011 and
marked a strong recovery af-
ter growth plummeted to a
44-year-low of 2.2% in 2020
as the country dealt with the
COVID-19 outbreak in Wu-
han and months of
lockdowns.

The rebound was driven
by a strong trade perfor-
mance with 30% growth in
imports and exports as well
as recovery in domestic re-
tail sales. Exports contribut-
ed to 20.9% of growth while
consumption accounted for
65.4%, data released by the

National Bureau of Statistics
(NBS) on Monday show.

Retail sales climbed 12.5%
while �xed asset assessment
rose 4.9%. However, overall
growth slowed in the last
quarter to 4%, from 4.9% in
the third quarter.

A key reason for the slow-

down was a sharp decline in
real estate investment,
which slid by close to 14% in
December from the previous
year, coinciding with curbs
on the property market and
debt troubles at several ma-
jor real estate �rms in the
wake of government moves

to put a stop to debt-fuelled
expansion of the sector.

Heading into the coun-
try’s new year, China, which
avoided a major second
wave with its strict ‘zero-CO-
VID’ approach that enabled a
domestic recovery but came
at the cost of continued in-
ternational isolation, is deal-
ing with the spread of new
clusters and the more trans-
missible Omicron variant.
This has led to fresh lock-
downs in several cities and
could be a major concern for
growth in 2022.

Alarming drop
Another signi�cant — and
longer-term — concern from
Monday’s data was an alarm-
ing drop in China’s birth rate
with the national growth rate
at 0.34 per thousand, mean-
ing the birth rate was only
slightly higher than the na-

tional death rate, despite
moves to relax family plan-
ning restrictions by allowing
a ‘three child policy’. 

The NBS said 10.6 million
babies were born last year,
down from 12 million in
2020 and the lowest number
since the founding of the Pe-
ople’s Republic of China in
1949 — lower even that the
worst years of the famine of
the early 1960s during Mao’s-
‘Great Leap Forward’.

“The most shocking part
of the data released today is
that the natural growth of
the population has dropped-
…[for] the �rst time below
1.0 since data become availa-
ble,” the South China Morn-
ing Post quoted economist
Zhang Zhiwei as saying. “The
demographic challenge is
well known, but the speed of
population ageing is clearly
faster than expected.”

China’s economy grows 8.1% to $18 tn
Fastest expansion since 2011 was driven by exports, consumption; slump in birth rate clouds outlook
Ananth Krishnan
HONG KONG

Omicron overhang: Fresh lockdowns in several cities and the
slowdown in the fourth quarter have also cast a shadow. * AP
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Kerala is polarised over the proposed
530 km north-south semi-high speed
standard gauge rail link costing a largely
borrowed ₹64,000 crore. It proposes to
connect metropolitan Kochi with the
rest of the State in two hours, and Kas-
aragode in the north to Thiruvanan-
thapuram in the south in four hours, re-
ducing the pressure on linear Kerala’s
heavily choked 1,800 km highways.
Kerala su�ers severe tra�c stress due to
its undulating topography and sensitive
hydrology prone to recurrent �oods,
higher forest cover and ecologically fra-
gile Western Ghats. 

Project positives
Proponents point to the bene�ts of fast
high quality connectivity. The new
track can transport 80,000 people dai-
ly, reducing the 20,000 present passen-
ger car trips, and 12% to 15% passenger
cars sales and tra�c. Kerala has a sev-
ere vehicular pressure with about 441
vehicles per 1,000 people. According to
the Ministry of Road Transport and
Highways, the total registered vehicles
in Kerala grew at a CAGR of 10.62%
against the all India �gure of 9.91% bet-
ween 2009 and 2019. Of its 156 lakh to-
tal registered vehicles, 37 lakh are priv-
ate passenger cars and SUVs, which
translates to 1 private vehicle per 10 per-
sons. Annually, 2 lakh new passenger
cars/SUVs are added on the road. A vast
majority of passenger cars are well over
15 years old, leading to intense
pollution.

The speeding tra�c also causes
40,000 accidents per annum leading to
4,000 fatalities, a high for most Indian
States. Even during the COVID slow-
down, Keralites purchased 1.57 lakh
(2020) of passenger cars. 

The gradual shift of 15% to 25% of the
present passenger car tra�c to a com-
petitive transport system is, therefore,
an imperative for Kerala. It is funda-
mental to Kerala’s survival as a viable
economic entity as the State is 92% ur-
banised with few rural urban distinc-
tions in amenities and entitlements.
Growth of cities and census towns is li-
mited geographically and Kerala is fast
transforming its building regime to ac-
commodate highrises for its residential

and commercial demand. Without
commuting for work and swift tran-
sport of mass-consumed items, its con-
sumption economy will stagnate. Kera-
la’s bounty from its large tourism
industry due to the e�cient movement
of visitors between destinations at eco-
nomic rates assumes signi�cance as it
enhances average retention and per
capita spending.

The present semi high-speed railway
proposals are not entirely new. A high
speed version proposed at 350 km per
hour by a previous regime with a pro-
posed outlay of ₹1 lakh crore was aban-
doned in favour of a suburban train
project at a lower parametric cost. Opi-
nion is divided as to whether the pre-
sent rail network speed can be en-
hanced through doubling, improving
signalling and straightening the 600
plus curvy patches. Sceptics feel that
the e�orts over the last 20 years have
merely improved the speed marginally
to 50 km per hour. SilverLine, a project
of the Kerala Rail Development Corpo-
ration Ltd., promotes infrastructure de-
veloped jointly by the State and Central
governments. Subsidised external �-
nance guaranteed by the Governments
could e�ectively bridge the transport
infrastructure gap and provide the de-
sired results.

The concerns 
Critics largely cite the burden of debt �-
nancing of the project which could im-
pact State �nances substantially, poten-
tially pressuring a variety of other
investments till the project breaks even.
Other worries hinge around the dis-
placement and generous rehabilitation

of about 10,000 families from the 1,200
hectares of private land it needs to ac-
quire. Environmental concerns exist
over the embankments elevating the
track approximately for 300 km and
availability of construction material ag-
gregates. Kerala’s steep drainage is
oriented east to west and many specu-
late that the embankment may enhance
the intensity of ambient �ooding alth-
ough the project provides leeways ev-
ery 500 metres. Though the project
would temporarily enhance emissions
in the construction phase, the green
powered electric power-train is expect-
ed to replace 150 internal combustion
engines, each time a train makes a trip.
These deserve deeper analysis.

The State’s investment in green pow-
er particularly in solar plants augment-
ed by cheap solar power from national
vendors through green corridors will
power the variable cost of the track sus-
tainability. 

The SilverLine is, however, exclusive-
ly insu�cient to answer the State’s traf-
�c crisis. Kerala also needs to harmo-
niously develop its eco-friendly
waterways which can decongest the
clogged highways by another 15%. If the
transport of hazardous goods and con-
sumable staples shifts to an integrated
navigable system, along with the new
high-speed green rail, it will reduce
highway congestion by 15%. Together
with this, if there is an annual 5-10%
conversion of vehicular tra�c to elec-
tric engines, it would arguably keep the
road transport corridor as well as the
rail and waterway tracks reasonably pa-
tent, e�cient and carbon neutral.

Integrative approach
Kerala perhaps needs an integrated sec-
toral appraisal and synthesis of its com-
peting tra�c corridor proposals viewed
simultaneously as civic amenities and
investment projects. Instead of merely
looking at each project as a standalone
approach, an integrative approach
might address the lacunae. Perhaps a
lack of a su�ciently integrated and in-
formed discourse on the potential of
the multi-modal complementarities is
confounding the debate. A progressive
and knowledgeable society like Kerala
should engage in meaningful parleys
rather than take part in highly polar-
ised debates, leaving no space for the
nuances to be explored. The present
discourse, therefore, needs to deepen
and broaden simultaneously.

B. Ashok is a civil servant and a former Vice-
Chancellor. The views expressed are personal

A train to unite Kerala
The ambitious SilverLine project deserves deeper analysis and to decongest
tra�c, the State needs an integrated approach

B. Ashok

Steering change: “The project is
fundamental to Kerala’s survival as a
viable economic entity as the State is
92% urbanised.” * GETTY
IMAGES/ISTOCKPHOTO
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The twentieth livestock cen-
sus indicated that India to-
day has a livestock popula-

tion of approximately 537 million;
of this, 95.8% is concentrated in
rural areas. Given the fact that
most of the country’s livestock is
in rural and remote areas, access
to veterinary services is a major
challenge. Livestock farmers are
often compelled to travel far from
their villages whenever their ani-
mals need treatment — a scenario
that adversely impacts the longev-
ity and the productivity of their liv-
estock. 

The focus now
To mitigate this problem, the Go-
vernment has identi�ed a slew of
measures within the revised provi-
sions of the Livestock Health and
Disease Control (LH&DC) pro-
gramme; here, a major focus has
been on the ‘Establishment and
Strengthening of Veterinary Ser-
vices – Mobile Veterinary Units
(MVUs)’. Until now, the Govern-
ment has been providing doorstep
services related to arti�cial insem-
ination and vaccination for lives-
tock. The MVUs will build on the

doorstep delivery model, as sta-
tionary hospitals cannot be easily
accessed by most livestock
farmers.

The Parliamentary Standing
Committee of the Union Ministry
of Fisheries, Animal Husbandry
and Dairying has observed that in-
adequate testing and treatment fa-
cilities for veterinary diseases
pose a major challenge, especially
now where there is a drastic rise in
cases of zoonotic diseases. Most
villages in the country lack testing
facilities, and even when samples
are collected, they need to be sent
to blocks/districts nearby for test
results. So, MVUs can play a major
role in plugging the gap in this re-
gard. 

Antibiotic resistance
Quacks or untrained animal
health workers have been popular
in rural India as they charge less
for consultations and are easily ac-
cessible. This has led to the inap-
propriate administration of anti-
biotics because of �awed
prescriptions especially in cases of
mastitis (in�ammation of the ud-
der in cattle). So, problems per-
taining to antimicrobial resistance
occur when the animal no longer
responds to a drug to which it was
originally responsive. And antimi-
crobial resistance can be caused
because of factors such as high or
low dosages, incorrect duration of
medication, and overprescription.
The World Health Organization

(WHO) has listed antibiotic-resis-
tant “priority pathogens” — a cata-
logue of 12 species/families of bac-
teria that pose the greatest threat
to human health. The MVU model
will mitigate the issue of antimi-
crobial resistance and is in align-
ment with the ‘One Health vision’
laid down by the Global Action
Plan of WHO. 

A comparison
The M.K. Jain Committee Report
has highlighted that livestock
farmers face greater challenges in
comparison to traditional agricul-
tural farmers especially while ac-
cessing credit and livestock insu-
rance. Since a majority of livestock
farmers have two to four animals
per household, enhancing the lon-
gevity and the productivity of
their livestock will go a long way
towards alleviating rural poverty.
Presently, there are an estimated
66,000 veterinary hospitals, poly-
clinics, dispensaries, aid centres
across the country. And the
LH&DC scheme seeks to plug the

challenges posed by the limita-
tions of stationary hospitals by
providing veterinary diagnostic
and treatment facilities at a farm-
er’s doorstep for ailments, diseas-
es or any other emergency vete-
rinary conditions by MVUs. 

Now, a typical MVU is a four-
wheeler van, with working space
for one veterinarian, one para-ve-
terinarian and a driver-cum-atten-
dant. It also has space for essen-
tials such as equipment for
diagnosis, treatment and minor
surgery, other basic requirements
for the treatment of animals, au-
dio-visual aids for awareness crea-
tion and GPS tracking of vehicle.
The LH&DC scheme envisages one
MVU for one lakh animals; howev-
er, the number of vans in use
could be higher in regions with dif-
�cult terrain.

Milk loss
As approximately 70% of India’s
milk supply is sourced from farm-
ers who own less than �ve ani-
mals, losses due to mastitis alone
amount to a milk loss of approxi-
mately 10 litres per day per farm
(this translates into approximately
₹300-₹350 per day. So for most
farmers, death of or disease in liv-
estock could mean the di�erence
between sustenance and starva-
tion. The animal health issue is
compounded by the growing pre-
sence of salesmen of drug distribu-
tors in rural communities. 

MVUs have been successfully

running either on hire or on State
ownership basis in several States
(Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Mad-
hya Pradesh, Odisha, Telangana,
West Bengal, etc.) with positive re-
sults and increased outreach, es-
pecially in geographically di�cult
terrains. The main thrust for the
near future will be on focused up-
gradation of veterinary health-
care services, disease surveillance
and training (CVE), and disease re-
porting in real time.

As a job creator
Additionally, the increasing adop-
tion of MVUs across the country
will lead to a surge in employment
opportunities for veterinarians
and assistants. In the lockdown/s
during the novel coronavirus pan-
demic, we witnessed innovations
by start-ups that provided video
consultation sessions between liv-
estock farmers and veterinarians,
along with apps that provide de-
tailed information to farmers on
livestock health and nutrition. 

Thus, there is a great deal of
scope for innovations and inter-
vention by the private sector in the
context of animal health and
MVUs. Further, with the growing
prevalence of the Public-Private
Partnership (PPP) model, the MVU
model is poised to generate higher
returns on investment. 

Atul Chaturvedi is Secretary, Ministry of
Animal Husbandry and Dairying. The
views expressed are personal

Just what the doctor ordered for the livestock farmer 
With most of India’s livestock in rural and remote areas, a game changer now will be the use of mobile veterinary units 
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General Studies Paper I

A
History of Indian culture will cover the salient aspects of art forms, literature and architecture from
ancient to modern times;

B
Modern Indian history from about the middle of the eighteenth century until the present-significant
events, personalities, issues;

C
Freedom struggle-its various stages and important contributors / contributions from different parts of
the country;

D Post-independence consolidation and reorganization within the country;

E
History of the world will include events from 18th century such as industrial revolution, world wars,
re-drawal of national boundaries, colonization, decolonization,

F
Political philosophies like communism, capitalism, socialism etc.-their forms and effect on the
society

G Salient features of Indian Society, Diversity of India;

H Effects of globalization on Indian society;

I Role of women and women’s organization;

J Social empowerment, communalism, regionalism & secularism

K Salient features of world’s physical geography;

L
Geographical features and their location- changes in critical geographical features (including water
bodies and ice-caps) and in flora and fauna and the effects of such changes;

M Important Geophysical phenomena such as earthquakes, Tsunami, Volcanic activity, cyclone etc.

N
Distribution of key natural resources across the world (including South Asia and the Indian
subcontinent);

O
Factors responsible for the location of primary, secondary, and tertiary sector industries in various
parts of the world (including India);

P Population and associated issues;

Q Urbanization, their problems and their remedies

  

General Studies Paper II
A India and its neighbourhood- relations;

B Important International institutions, agencies and fora- their structure, mandate;
C Effect of policies and politics of developed and developing countries on India’s interests;

D
Bilateral, regional and global groupings and agreements involving India and/or affecting India’s
interests.

E
Indian Constitution, historical underpinnings, evolution, features, amendments, significant provisions
and basic structure;

F Comparison of the Indian Constitutional scheme with other countries;

G
Functions and responsibilities of the Union and the States, issues and challenges pertaining to the
federal structure, devolution of powers and finances up to local levels and challenges therein;
Inclusive growth and issues arising from it;

H
Parliament and State Legislatures - structure, functioning, conduct of business, powers & privileges
and issues arising out of these;

I
Structure, organization and functioning of the executive and the judiciary, Ministries and
Departments;
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J Separation of powers between various organs dispute redressal mechanisms and institutions;

K
Appointment to various Constitutional posts, powers, functions and responsibilities of various
Constitutional bodies;

L Statutory, regulatory and various quasi-judicial bodies;

M
Mechanisms, laws, institutions and bodies constituted for the protection and betterment of these
vulnerable sections;

N Salient features of the Representation of People’s Act;

O
Important aspects of governance, transparency and accountability, e-governance- applications,
models, successes, limitations, and potential;

P Citizens charters, transparency & accountability and institutional and other measures;

Q Issues relating to poverty and hunger,

R
Welfare schemes for vulnerable sections of the population by the Centre and States, Performance
of these schemes;

S
Issues relating to development and management of social sector / services relating to education
and human resources;

T Issues relating to development and management of social sector / services relating to health

  
General Studies Paper III

A
Indian Economy and issues relating to planning, mobilization of resources, growth, development
and employment;

B
Effects of liberalization on the economy, changes in industrial policy and their effects on industrial
growth;

C Inclusive growth and issues arising from it;

D Infrastructure Energy, Ports, Roads, Airports, Railways etc. Government budgeting;

E Land reforms in India

F
Major crops, cropping patterns in various parts of the country, different types of irrigation and
irrigation systems;

G Storage, transport and marketing of agricultural produce and issues and related constraints;
H e-technology in the aid of farmers; Technology Missions; Economics of Animal-Rearing.

I
Issues of buffer stocks and food security, Public Distribution System- objectives, functioning,
limitations, revamping;

J
Food processing and related industries in India – scope and significance, location, upstream and
downstream requirements, supply chain management;

K Issues related to direct and indirect farm subsidies and minimum support prices

L Awareness in the fields of IT, Space, Computers, robotics, nano-technology, bio-technology;

M Indigenization of technology and developing new technology;
N Developments and their applications and effects in everyday life;
O Issues relating to intellectual property rights

P Conservation, environmental pollution and degradation, environmental impact assessment

Q Disaster and disaster management

R
Challenges to internal security through communication networks, role of media and social
networking sites in internal security challenges, basics of cyber security;

S Money-laundering and its prevention;
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T Various forces and their mandate;

U Security challenges and their management in border areas;

V Linkages of organized crime with terrorism;

W Role of external state and non-state actors in creating challenges to internal security;

X Linkages between development and spread of extremism.

  
General Studies Paper IV

A Ethics and Human Interface: Essence, determinants and consequences of Ethics in human actions;
B Dimensions of ethics;

C
Ethics in private and public relationships. Human Values - lessons from the lives and teachings of
great leaders, reformers and administrators;

D Role of family, society and educational institutions in inculcating values.
E Attitude: Content, structure, function; its influence and relation with thought and behaviour;
F Moral and political attitudes;
G Social influence and persuasion.

H
Aptitude and foundational values for Civil Service , integrity, impartiality and non-partisanship,
objectivity, dedication to public service, empathy, tolerance and compassion towards the weaker
sections.

I Emotional intelligence-concepts, and their utilities and application in administration and governance.
J Contributions of moral thinkers and philosophers from India and world.
K Public/Civil service values and Ethics in Public administration: Status and problems;
L Ethical concerns and dilemmas in government and private institutions;
M Laws, rules, regulations and conscience as
N sources of ethical guidance;

O
Accountability and ethical governance; strengthening of ethical and moral values in governance;
ethical issues in international relations and funding;

P Corporate governance.
Q Probity in Governance: Concept of public service;
R Philosophical basis of governance and probity;

S
Information sharing and transparency in government, Right to Information, Codes of Ethics, Codes
of Conduct, Citizen’s Charters, Work culture, Quality of service delivery, Utilization of public funds,
challenges of corruption.

T Case Studies on above issues.


